INTRODUCTION
The magnetic nature of a system consisting of single domain magnetic particles is described in terms of the intraparticle anisotropy and the interparticle dipole interaction. If the degree of the interparticle interaction energy is comparable with that of the intraparticle anisotropy, the system exhibits magnetically complex behavior which is strongly dependent on the arrangement of particles. A thin film sample consisting of particles shows magnetically anisotropic behavior. Such behavior in the superparamagnetic region was well described by J.L. Dormann et al. [I] . According to their study, the magnetization M of a system consisting of particles whose easy axes are randomly distributed is expressed as follows:
where < > denotes the average over all particles, p is the moment of particles, Heff the effective magnetic field, V the volume of particles, and hp the characteristic temperature analogous to the Curie temperature in ferromagnetic materials.
Here, since the dipole interaction can be expressed via the Lorentz field, Heff = Ni M -Ne M where Ni and Ne are the demagneti~ing factor relevant to the particle and the global exterior shapes of the sample, respectively. In the case of thin particle film sample, Ne = 0 and I for applied fields Happ in the direction parallel and perpendicular to the film plane, respectively. On the other hand, the complex magnetic properties in the low temperature region have not been clarified in the same way. By means of the Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique, we can obtain the two-dimensionally arranged particles in the film-like shape and change its thickness in a unit of a particle mean diameter. In this paper, we investigated the magnetic properties of particle films with different number of layers stacked by the LB technique.
EXPERIMENTAL
We trepared a monolayer and several mult~layer samples consisting of MnZn-ferrite particles with a mean diameter of 100 A by the LB technique. The magnetizations, MI/ and M J. , and the temperature dependent magnetic susceptibilities, ~1 and x I , were obtained in the field applied in the direction parallel and perpendicular to the film plane, respectively.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From TEM micrographs of plane and cross section of the film, we examined the particle arrangement and determined the film thickness (Fig.1) . The particles are densely and isotropically distributed in the film sample and the film thickness is approximately proportional to the number of stacked layers. in fields applied parallel (Ne-0) and perpendicular (Ne=l) to the film plane. Such magnetically anisotropic properties are observed for all of our film samples.
Next, we show the layer number dependence of MR//, Tg// (Fig.4) and the inflection point field in initial magnetization process, Hinf (Fig.5) . The decrease in MR//, Tg// and Hinf with increasing the layer number cannot be explained by the idea of the homogeneous demagnetizing field, i.e., the mean-field-like treatment of the dipole interaction. Thus, the filmthickness dependent behavior should be explained based on the inhomogeneous filed picture. We tentatively utilize the idea of the magnetic viscosity originating from the competing magnetic interaction analogous to that in reentrant spin glass (RSG) materials [2] as follows: In a thin film, the direction of a magnetic moment should be restricted in the film plane due to the large demagnetizing field in the direction perpendicular to a film plane. This suggests that the motion of magnetic moment is strongly restricted in the film sample by the magnetic viscosity through the competing interparticle interaction. The behavior of Hi,f indicates that such restriction becomes more significant with decreasing the film thickness. In other words, the magnetic viscosity increases as the layer number decreases. Since the increase in magnetic viscosity must cause the increase in MR and Tg, therefore, the present model gives a consistent explanation for the low temperature.
In conclusion, the particle film sample prepared by LB technique shows a complex anisotropic behavior in low temperature region, which is insufficiently explained by the homogeneous demagnetization field. The idea of film thickness dependent magnetic viscosity is useful to explain the low temperature behavior.
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